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HERE’S WHY IT WORKS 
When Brain and Body function become dysregulated, healing is needed for longterm 

improvement of symptoms. The proper healing microcurrent waveform with a frequency that  
matches our brain and body’s low electrical output creates Harmonic Resonance Healing℠

CLINICALLY PROVEN SCIENCE BASED HEALING 
40 years of Clinically Validated Results  

Evolved from a 40 Ib. machine to a small handheld device 

Quick Non-Drug Brain Healing & Pain Relief

EEG Validated Microcurrent Protocols that Decrease Symptoms by Improving Brain Function 

  FDA cleared CES device for Anxiety, Depression, Insomnia and Pain   

  Cortisol Training℠ improvements verified with before & after testing

  Drug Abstinence Syndrome Protocols℠ for additive substances 

  Maintains healthy brain function following medication changes by MD

  Quick, Easy and Inexpensive to use

Dr. Cantu’s MicroHealing Training℠ protocols are EEG and neurology-based. They were developed over  
 thirty years, are not found in the device owners manual, and provide doctors with a distinct advantage.  

Persistent symptoms of brain origin and quality of life consistently improve with these advanced protocols. 

Electricity is the Currency the Brain and Body uses for Communication and Function. 
CES can help heal and improve brain function and help improve a variety of symptoms.   

*Using our Clip & Probe℠ protocol when initially evaluating patients gives the practitioner  
diagnostic clues. It will help differentiate the CNS verses the PNS as the main source of the                          

patients symptoms based on the type of improvements obtained during treatment. This valuable  
diagnostic protocol provides very useful information, helping manage symptoms over the longterm. 

The key to long-term symptom improvement for many patients is to treat both the central                       
and peripheral nervous systems at the same time with Dr. Cantu’s “Clip & Probe” protocol. 

      MicroHealing Brain Therapy℠ can be applied during the history intake as an important part of the initial 
assessment. The patients first time response to CES is typically very favorable after only a few minutes. 

BrainandBody.com 

A DIRECT QUOTE FROM OUR PATIENT KELLY R.
“Dr. Cantu, I just wanted to let you know this machine has changed my life”

http://BrainandBody.com

